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Abstract: The driving wheels affect the tractive efficiency, fuel consumption, and soil compaction.
This study presents the fatigue analysis of a spike segment that is the main part of an innovative
driving wheels designed to improve tractor tractive performance. The design improvement was
proposed for Chernozem soil allowing the full penetration of spikes. The spike segment was loaded by
forces resulting from the maximum drawbar pull at 100% wheel slip and penetrometer resistance. A
drawbar pull increase caused by the spike tires was also calculated. The experiments were performed
using a subcompact tractor in the first gear on a grass field at soil moisture 18.8%. Gerber theory was
used for the fatigue analysis performed using ANSYS software. The dependances of the safety factor
on the horizontal rod diameter and the number of load cycles was constructed. The safety factor of
1.73 calculated for the spike segment made of steel S355 is suitable for the reduction of the actual
horizontal rod diameter (12 mm). The fatigue analysis showed a safety factor of 1.28 at 100,000 load
cycles in the case of a reduced diameter (10 mm). A diameter of 8 mm was also simulated, but the
calculated safety factors do not allow it in terms of safe operation.

Keywords: tractor; alternating stress; wheel slip; drawbar pull; tire

1. Introduction

Force interactions between the driving wheels and ground affect tractive efficiency
and the effectivity of machine operation. Energy used for agrotechnical operations is an
input with a high impact on the cost of crop production [1]. An increase in the load acting
on the tractor from an implement causes an increase in the slip ratio [2]. It can be illustrated
by the increase in tillage depth increasing the driving wheel slip [3–5]. The main purpose
of tractors is to generate a drawbar pull that varies under operating conditions. The change
in drawbar pull depends on the soil properties, agrotechnical operation, and an implement
connecting to the tractor [6]. Besides tractor engine power, wheel slip due to soil–tire
interactions limits the drawbar pull of the tractor. The forces between the driving wheels
and ground depend on the soil properties [7–9] and the type of tractor power delivery to
the ground (e.g., two-wheel drive, four-wheel drive, crawler tractors, etc.) [10–13]. The
research performed by Reference [14] showed improvement of the tractor tractive efficiency
using four rubber tracks. The steel single grouser shoe performed better than the rubber
single grouser shoe in traction for the soil used in the study presented by Reference [15].
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An effective tractor operation is characterized by the maximum traction output of
the tires interacting with the soil [16]. The main tire parameters influencing the perfor-
mance of the wheels are the tire diameter, tire width, dual tire, tire shape, rubber segments
shape, height, angle, spacing, tread material, inflation pressure, tire deflection rim width,
and carcass construction [7,17,18]. A decrease in tire inflation pressure extends the tire
contact area [19–21] to reduce wheel slip and minimize the fuel consumption of the trac-
tor [22,23]. Using a ballast weight, tires with large contact area or change of tire inflation
pressure [24–26] are conventionally employed to improve vehicle tractive performance.
On the other hand, the increase in tractor load can negatively affect the soil compaction
after field traffic [27–29]. These measures are not useful in the special area of driving
wheel applications such as wheeled robots [30] or planetary rovers [31]. In these cases,
the ballast weight increases the energy requirements, and wheels with large contact areas
increase the dimensions of the machine, which is unacceptable. Cage wheels [32,33] or rigid
wheels with grousers [34] use steel segments mounted to steel wheels instead of standard
tires. Various diameters and widths of cage wheels have been proposed and tested [35].
The shape, dimensions, and position of grousers affected wheel–soil interactions [36–40].
Replacing a rigid grouser with a movable one, these wheels can be innovated [41]. To
improve the tractive properties on a sandy terrain, Reference [42] developed special driving
wheels with grousers actively protruded or retracted through the planetary gear. By tuning
the sinkage length of an active grouser, the developed wheeled mechanism can dampen
the fluctuations of the drawbar pull that arise when using a wheel with fixed grousers. The
next innovation of driving wheels with grousers is a Dyna-bite traction system that can
be placed over a conventional tractor drive tire. Under the influence of the vertical load
and drawbar pull, the device deforms as grousers penetrate the soil [43–45]. The Dyna-bite
system allows the retraction or protruding of grousers for transportation on a road or an
operation on soil.

The special driving wheels mentioned above are widely used to improve the tractive
performance, but in most cases, they do not allow standard transportation on a road.
Another disadvantage is that these wheels have the same diameters as driving wheels with
tires and solid construction, so they need a large storage space when not used on a tractor.

The research mentioned above showed that the steel segments of various special
driving wheels essentially influence the force interaction between the wheels and ground.
This study is aimed at a new design of special driving wheels to improve the drawbar
performance of various vehicles without the need for an increase in vehicle load, change of
tire inflation pressure, or wheels with grousers. The fatigue analysis of the spike segment
was performed by simulation software ANSYS. The maximum drawbar pulls of the test
tractor and penetrometer resistance of the grass field (Chernozem) acting against spike
penetration was used to load the spike segment. Based on the safety factor of the actual
design, a reduction in the dimensions of the most important part was analyzed [46,47].
Smaller dimensions of the spike segment need smaller space in the tire tread pattern and
improve the design of spike tires.

The objectives of this study were (a) an analysis of the spike segment design, which
is the main part of spike tires interacting with soil, (b) a selection of alternating stresses
to simulate the highest load acting on the spike segment based on the maximum tractor
drawbar pull at 100% wheel slip and penetrometer resistance at the relatively low soil
moisture of Chernozem, and (c) a proposal of diameter reduction of the spike segment
horizontal rod to improve the design of spike tires.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Principle of Special Driving Wheels

The principle of the spike tires developed at the Slovak University of Agriculture in
Nitra (Slovakia) was published by References [48–50]. Special driving wheels (Figure 1)
are spike tires using spikes (2) on spike segments (1) to improve the vehicle tractive
performance. Spike tires consist of four spike segments. Each segment is placed in a tire
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groove (9) cut in the tire tread pattern. The test tractor was equipped with 6.5/75–14 bias
ply tires (Mitas, a. s., Prague, Czech Republic) with TS-02 tread design and four-ply rating
(4PR). The same tire type was used for the special driving wheels. The spike tire allows
changing the base and protruded position of the spikes. A carrier wire strand (4) connects
the spike segments by the pins (8). This wire strand provides a contact of the spike segments
with the tire. The change of the spike segment position is performed by a control lever
mechanism (5) and a control wire strand (3). Disconnecting the levers of the control lever
mechanism, the control wire strand allows the rotation of spike segments by the pins (7).
The connection and disconnection of the control lever mechanism is shown in Figure 1c.
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Figure 1. Principle of the spike tires: (a) design (spikes in the protruded position), (b) application on
tractor wheel (spikes in the base position), and (c) principle of the control lever mechanism. 1—spike
segment; 2—spikes; 3—control wire strand; 4—carrier wire strand; 5—control lever mechanism;
6, 11—pins of control lever mechanism; 7—pin for control wire strand; 8—pin for carrier wire strand;
9—groove in tire; 10—safety screw.

The change of the spike segment position is described in Figure 2. The control lever
mechanism (9) consists of four levers. The mechanism freely rotates around the pins in
holes (7). The holes (8) are intended for safety screws blocking the mechanism into one of
the extreme positions (base or protruded position). The base position of the spike segments
is shown in Figure 2a). To change the spike segment position, the safety screws must be
loose at first. The levers of the control lever mechanism are disconnected (Figure 2b), and
the spike segments can rotate in the tire tread pattern grooves (2). When the spike segments
are in the second extreme position (Figure 2c), the position is blocked with the safety screws
in the holes (7). The spike segments are automatically protruded due to wheel rotation
when the tractor moves forward. Moving the tractor back in the reverse gear, the spikes
can be placed back into the base position for road transportation.

Spikes do not interact with the ground when they are in the base position. The spikes
in the protruded position are used to improve the drawbar performance during operation
on the soil or grass surface. This feature results in two positions of the spikes, namely the
base position (Figure 2a) for road transportation and the protruded position (Figure 2c) for
field operation.
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Figure 2. Principle of the spike tires without pins and wire strands: (a) spikes in the base position,
(b) change of spike positions, and (c) spikes in the protruded position. 1—tire; 2—groove in tire;
3—spike segment; 4, 8—hole for pin; 5—hole for pin of the control wire strand; 6—hole for pin of the
carrier wire strand; 7—hole for safety screw; 9—control lever mechanism.

2.2. Forces Loading the Spike Segment

The spike segments are the most critical part of the special driving wheels, because
their dimensions must be adapted to the space between the rubber segments of the tire
tread pattern. The spikes in the base position are placed in the tire tread pattern so they
do not exceed the tire diameter. The slope of spikes corresponds with the orientation of
the rubber segments of the tire tread pattern. The dimensions and shape of the spike
segment are described in Figure 3. The welding technology used for manufacturing the
spike segments requires the selection of steel with good weldability. The material S355 was
used for the design of the spike segment.
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Figure 3. Spike segments: 1—spikes; 2—horizontal rod; 3—side steel strip.

The spike segment is loaded by the two most significant forces (Figure 4):

- tangential force FT, which acts on the spike segment from the drawbar pull generated
by the tractor and

- normal force FN, which acts when the spike segment penetrates the ground.

When the spikes of the spike segments are in contact with the ground, a tangential force
FT loads them due to the drawbar pull generated by the tractor. This force is perpendicular
to the spikes and creates a load moment TL acting on the center of the horizontal rod. The
second force acting on the spike segment is the normal force FN. This force is caused by
spike penetration into the ground. The main reactions act in the grooves of the tire tread
pattern. Normal RN and tangential RT reactions support the spike segments in the tire
tread pattern. The reaction in the control wire strand RW and in the lever of the control
mechanism RC fix the spike segment in the protruded position and do not allow it to
turn. These two reactions create a reaction moment TR acting in the opposite direction to
the load moment TL. The reaction in the hole for the pins of the carrier wire strand was
not considered, because its influence on the interactions between the spikes and ground
was negligible. The carrier wire strand was used to hold all the parts of the spike system
together and protect it from centrifugal forces.
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Figure 4. Forces and reactions acting on the spike segment: (a) spike segment with tire, (b) details: FT—
tangential force acting on the spike, FN—normal force from soil penetration, RT and RN—tangential
and normal reactions in tire tread pattern from the spike segment, RW—reaction in the control wire
strand, RC—reaction in the rod of the control mechanism, TL—load moment, TR—reaction moment,
S—support, and α—inclination angle of control lever, a, b, and c—the force arms.

A balance of moments was expressed from the forces and reactions acting on the spike
segment (Figure 4) as follows:

∑ MS = 0 : TL − TR = 0 (1)

∑ MS = 0 : FT ·a− RW ·b− RC · cosα · (b + c) = 0 (2)

FT ·a = RW ·b + RC · cosα · (b + c) = 0 (3)

where TL—load moment (N. m); TR—reaction moment (N. m); FT—tangential force acting
on the spike (N); RW—reaction in the control wire strand (N); RC—reaction in the rod of
the control mechanism (N); a, b, and c—the force arms (m); and α—inclination angle of the
control lever (◦).

The design improvement of the spike segment was analyzed for tractor operations on
Chernozem soil. This soil type and sharp shape of the spikes allow the full penetration of
the spikes into the ground. Normal force loads the spike segment due to spike penetration
into the ground. The penetrometer resistance of the soil affects spike penetration into the
ground during the soil–tire interactions. When the spikes penetrate the ground, the tractor
wheel is not lifted, and the tire tread pattern is in full contact with the ground. On the
other hand, normal force on the spiked tire grouser is less than the regular tire grouser
without the spikes, because normal pressure supports an adequate portion of the dynamic
rear axle weight and reduces the normal load on the tire grousers on the spike tire by the
same amount. With the lower normal force, the maximum tractive effort of the tire rubber
grousers of the spike tires is decreased. To simulate the highest load (worst case scenario)
acting on the spikes, the drawbar pull difference was calculated from the highest value of
the maximums (spike tires) and lowest value of minimums (standard tires) decreased by the
percentage of the rear axle weight. The drawbar pulls are experimentally measured at 100%
wheel slip to calculate the tangential force needed for a fatigue analysis of the spike segment.
The maximum and minimum drawbar pulls were identified in individual measurements.

The load acting on the spikes was estimated with some uncertainty due to the limi-
tations of the methodology. The first one relates the rolling resistance of the test tractor
operated according to the “stop-and-go” methodology. Considering the maximum values
of the drawbar pulls when the tractor did not move, the rolling resistance was neglected.
The second one relates to the position of the spike segments on the left and right wheel.
When the spike tires are 180 degrees out of phase, the increase in the tractor drawbar
pull is minimal, because the only one spike segment on one wheel is in contact with the
ground. On the other hand, if both spike segments are in contact with the ground at the
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same time, the increase in drawbar pull reaches the highest value. Due to different rotation
speeds of the driving wheels during the test, four measurement repetitions allowed the
simulation of various positions of the spike segments on the left and right wheels. Highly
sophisticated methodology and instrumentation on the spike would be required to estimate
the exact value of the force acting on the spike. Therefore, load estimation according to the
methodology mentioned above was determined.

2.3. Measurement of Maximum Drawbar Pull at 100% Driving Wheels Slip

To determine the forces acting on the spike segment, the maximum drawbar pull of the
test tractor at 100% wheel slip was experimentally measured (Figure 5). This method was
used to simulate the dynamic load acting on the driving wheels at the highest load level.
The “stop-and-go” methodology was used, which means that the brakes were applied
periodically on the load tractor. The movement of both tractors (load tractor brakes released)
alternated with a short stop (load tractor brakes applied) when the driving wheels rotated
at 100% slip.
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2—force sensor; 3—load tractor; D—drawbar pull.

The drawbar pull measurements were performed in accordance to Reference [51] and
were repeated four times. The test tractor MT8-070 (Agrozet, České Budějovice, Czech
Republic) was operated at a rated engine speed (3600 rev/min) in the 1st gear. The gear
ratio of the 1st gear was 252. The rotation speed of the driving wheels was 14.3 rev/min. A
load tractor 4K-14 (Agrozet, České Budějovice, Czech Republic) was used to stop the test
tractor. References [52–54] also used the load tractor to measure the drawbar pull of the test
tractor. The load cell EMS 150 (Emsyst, s.r.o., Trenčín, Slovakia), with an accuracy class of
0.2, rated capacity of 10 kN, and rated output of 0–10 V, was placed between the load and
test tractor. The data logger HMG 3010 (Hydac GmbH, Sulzbach/Saar, Germany) [48–50],
with a measurement accuracy of voltage input (0–10 V): ≤±0.1% of the full scale, was used
to record the drawbar pull. The sampling frequency was 1 kHz.

The test tractor was equipped with two types of driving wheels (standard tires and
spike tires). The rear axle load (205 kg) and front axle load (105 kg) without rear wheel
ballast weight and without the driver were experimentally measured by weighting pads.
The weight distribution on the tractor axles was presented by Reference [55]. The mass of
two steel discs of the rear wheel ballast weight was 30.5 kg (two times 15.25 kg), the mass
of the tractor driver was 92 kg, and the mass of the spike system was 9 kg (one wheel was
4.5 kg). The sum of the partial masses mentioned above added up to a total rear axle load
of 336.5 kg.
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2.4. Field Conditions

The properties of the spike tires were tested on a mown grass field in the area of the
Slovak Agricultural Museum in Nitra. The grass plot was chosen due to ideal traction
properties in terms of the tire–soil interactions. The properties of the experimental area are
listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Soil properties of the experimental area.

Parameter Unit Value

soil order Chernozem
soil texture loamy sand

gravel % 15.3
sand % 45.2
silt % 35.4
clay % 4.1

organic matter % 6.62
frictional angle ◦ 47.5

cohesion kPa 8.4
particle density g·cm−3 2.6

moisture content (dry basis) % 18.8

The tests were performed at a relatively low moisture content to obtain the highest
drawbar pull of the test tractor. Three soil samples were collected randomly at depths
of 0–100 mm. Steel sampling cylinders with a diameter and height of 100 mm were
used. Organic matter affects the cohesion of the ground. Grass roots improve ground
cohesion. Therefore, this parameter was also evaluated. The percentage content of grass
roots was 0.4%. Chernozem soil (World Reference Base for Soil Resources) is typical for
the lowland country where the tests were performed (the southwestern region of Slovakia,
Nitra District).

A hand penetrologger with a cone diameter of 10 mm and angle of 60◦ was used to
measure the penetrometer resistance. Three measurement repetitions on random places
of the experimental area were performed. Considering the relatively low soil moisture,
grass plot as the experimental area, and relatively low weight on one driving wheel, the
soil compaction in the wheel tracks was considered negligible. Using the data file from
the measurement device, the penetrometer resistance was evaluated at ten soil depths, as
listed in Table 2. Using the experimental data, the average values and standard deviations
were calculated.

Table 2. Penetrometer resistance (MPa).

Depth (cm)

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40

measurement 1 0.22 0.65 0.80 1.01 1.22 1.24 1.39 1.45 1.69 1.78
measurement 2 0.32 0.86 0.90 1.18 1.24 1.33 1.42 1.54 1.65 1.93
measurement 3 0.39 0.72 1.10 1.20 1.38 1.39 1.56 1.60 1.83 2.11

average 0.31 0.74 0.93 1.13 1.28 1.32 1.46 1.53 1.72 1.94
standard deviation 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.17

2.5. Fatigue Analysis of Spike Segment

Considering the operation conditions of the tractor driving wheels where loads are
cyclic (wheel rotation) combined with the occasional impact or shock (striking a rock in
soil), both the fatigue and impact loading were considered for a fatigue analysis of the
spike segment. A cyclic load occurs due to the rotation of driving wheels when the load
acting on the spike segments is periodically repeated. When the spike segment interacts
with the ground, the maximum load acts on the spike segment. On the other hand, no load
acts on the spike segment when it is not in contact with the ground. A periodic increase
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and decrease in the load cause cyclic stress of the spike segments. Shock can occur due
to contact of the spikes with various obstacles that soil contains. Considering Chernozem
soil, shock loading was not considered, because it does not contain dangerous rocks or
stones. While Chernozem soil may be rock-free, many other soils in different parts of the
world have varying degrees of rocks and stones. The analysis performed in this study is
not applicable to situations where rocks are prevalent.

The diameter of the horizontal rod is the most important dimension of the spike
segment in terms of device function. A smaller rod diameter requires smaller grooves in
the tire tread pattern. Therefore, less rubber material must be removed for the placement of
the spike segment to the tire and the integrity of the tire tread pattern to be less disrupted.
The principle of special driving wheels enables their use only if the rubber segments of
the tire tread pattern are higher than the horizontal rod diameter. Tire wear lowers the
rubber segment height. When the spike segments exceed the tire diameter due to the wear
process, the tire must be changed. Therefore, the next benefit of the smaller diameter of
the horizontal rod is a possibly longer use of the tire. Two rod diameters (10 and 8 mm)
smaller than the actual one (12 mm) were simulated, and safety factors were calculated for
various numbers of the cyclic load (1000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000). Fatigue loading
was considered for the FEM analysis of the spike segment design. The spike segment was
loaded, and the safety factors were calculated to evaluate the actual design and design with
a reduced diameter of the horizontal rod.

Simulation software ANSYS was used for a fatigue analysis. This software has been
successfully used for many applications to analyze various designs [56–58]. In this kind of
numerical simulation, the fatigue analysis defined in the simulation software was chosen,
as shown in Figure 6. Cyclic stress was defined as a zero-based loading characteristic
(Figure 6a). The fatigue diagram shows the mean stress plotted on the abscissa and
stress amplitude on the ordinate (Figure 6b). The yield and ultimate tensile strength
are also plotted on the horizontal axis. There is a border dividing the safe and unsafe
regions for various combinations of mean stress and stress amplitude. To construct the
borderline dividing the safe zone and failure zone, different criteria, including the Gerber
line, Soderberg line, and Goodman line, are usually used. Gerber and Goodman lines
connect the endurance limit with the ultimate strength. The Soderberg line connects the
endurance limit with the yield strength. The Soderberg theory is the most conservative of
the three shown and is the only one that is completely below the yield line [59]. In general
terms, the Goodman method is used for brittle materials and the Gerber method for ductile
materials. Therefore, the Gerber theory was applied to the fatigue analysis of the spike
segment made of ductile material.
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The 3D model of the spike segment was created in the CAD system CATIA V5. The
material properties of the spike segment (Table 3) were defined in the simulation models.
The Wohler S–N diagram for material S355 was used for fatigue simulation, as presented
by Reference [60].

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the spike segment material.

Material
Young′s
Modulus Poisson′s Ratio Tensile Yield

Strength
Ultimate

Tensile Strength

(GPa) (MPa) (MPa)

S355 210 0.3 355 470

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Drawbar Pull at 100% Wheel Slip

The raw data of the drawbar pull (Figure 7) were used to express the maximum load
acting on the spike segment. It showed the results of four measurements with the test
tractor in first gear that generated the highest drawbar pulls due to the highest gear ratio.
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The oscillation of the drawbar pulls varied during the single measurements due to
the actual ground conditions, which also varied when the wheels sank. The drawbar pull
oscillation reflected the field nature of the experiments. The courses of drawbar pull started
to oscillate around the minimum values. This section of the graph plots characterized
the test tractor pulling the load tractor in neutral. When the operator of the load tractor
activated the brakes, the drawbar pull began to increase up to the maximum values. When
the test tractor did not move, the driving wheels still rotated. In this state, the drawbar
pull oscillated around the mean values. The oscillation was caused by interactions of
the rubber segments, the tire tread pattern, or spikes with the ground. The results of
Reference [61] showed that pull forces showing cyclic variation with the wheel rotation
and the period was found approximately equal to the rubber segments spacing. Testing a
rigid wheel with grousers, Reference [62] presented oscillations of the drawbar pull with a
certain amplitude due to transition of the grouser encountering the terrain or the gradual
departure of the grouser leaving the terrain. Research aimed at the dependence of an
off-road vehicle performance on interactions between the ground and running gear was
published by Reference [63]. In the study, the formation of periodic ripples under a rigid
wheel was investigated within the framework of a finite element analysis. The results of
this research showed variations in the drawbar pull as a function of elapsed time when
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periodic ripples are formed. The effect of spike tires on tractor vibrations due to drawbar
pull oscillation was analyzed and compared with the standard tires and special type of
steel wheels with grousers. Study [64] presented a lower vibration level of spike tires than
special steel wheels with grousers.

The t-test was used to determine whether there were statistically significant differences
between the standard tires and spike tires. Standardized kurtosis was used to determine
whether the experimental data came from normal distributions. The values of these
statistics inside the range of ±2 indicated a significant normality for the standard tires and
spike tires. The increase in the drawbar pull of 16.7% was calculated from average values of
2729 N and 3190 N (standard tires and spike tires). The difference was 461 N. Considering
the test statics (t = −22.3) and p-value (0), there was a statistically significant difference
between the two driving wheel types at the 95% confidence level.

Peak forces cause problems with a structural failure of the spike segments. Therefore,
the highest difference between the drawbar pull of the test tractor with standard tires and
spike tires was used for the FEM analysis of the spike segment. The drawbar pull of the
test tractor in first gear is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Drawbar pulls of four measurements (N).

Wheel Type Gear Level
Number of Measurements

1 2 3 4

Standard tires
1st

Minimum 1966 2134 1856 1893
Spike tires Maximum 4079 4136 3617 3979

Force interactions between the spike tires and ground are divided into tire tread
patterns and spikes of spike segments. The penetrometer resistance affects spike penetration
into the ground and reduces the tractor weight acting on the rubber grousers of the tires
with spikes. Therefore, the tractive effort of the tire tread pattern of the spike tires was
reduced. A penetrometer resistance of 1 MPa was applied to the end of the spikes, with
a total cross-section of 600 mm2 (two spikes per wheels, two wheels) calculated from the
dimensions of one spike (5 × 30 mm). Therefore, the normal force was 600 N. This was
18.2% of the rear axle static weight of 3298 N (336.5 kg). The maximum value of 4136 N
(spike tires) and minimum value of 1856 N (standard tires) were stated from experimental
measurements (Table 4). The minimum value decreased by the percentage of the rear
axle weight of 337 N (18.2%) was 1518 N. The highest difference of 2617 N was calculated
from the maximum value of 4136 N and minimum value of 1518 N decreased by the
percentage of the rear axle weight. The difference was calculated for two driving wheels.
The half-value for one driving wheel (one spike segment) was 1309 N.

3.2. Boundary Conditions of the Spike Segment

A three-dimensional model of the spike segment was created, as shown in Figure 8a.
The spikes were welded to the horizontal rod by weld joints. The horizontal rod was welded
to the side steel strips by the weld joints located outside the spike segment. It was not
important to simulate the specific shapes and locations of the weld joints, because the aim
of the fatigue analysis was to find places with the highest stress. Therefore, the weld joints
were simplified. The mesh quality determines the reliability of a simulation. The meshing
algorithm of the software discretized the part into a finite element mesh. The high quality
of the mesh is expressed by the areas of the model with blue color (Figure 8b). Other colors
on the mesh show areas with reduced mesh quality and reduced accuracy of the results.
There are only minimal areas with other colors. To provide a high-quality model, a three-
dimensional mesh with high density was created for the numerical analysis. The maximum
size of the element was 1 mm. The finite element mesh contained 131,491 elements and
485,588 nodes. The mesh details of the side steel strip are shown in Figure 8c.
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The fastening and loading of the spike segment are shown in Figure 8a. Fastening in
the form of cylindrical support is marked with blue areas and located in the holes for pins
of the control wire strand and for the lever of the control mechanism. The fastening of the
horizontal rod was also performed by the cylindrical support to allow a free rotation of the
spike segment in the groove of the tire tread pattern. Forces acting from the ground load
the spike segments. The red arrows represent the loading of both spikes. The arrow marked
with the letter A shows the tangential force expressed from the drawbar pull measured
experimentally (1309 N). This force symmetrically loads both spikes. Spikes are not loaded
the most when the whole area is considered, because a point of action is in the geometric
center of the part. Therefore, the worst case for a load is when only the upper part of
spikes is in contact with the ground. In this case, a moment of force is greater because a
force arm is longer. This situation occurs when the rubber segments of the new tire tread
pattern partially cover the spikes. The red color marks the upper triangular area of the
spikes loaded with the forces. The driving wheels sank to a maximum depth of 10 cm
during rotation at 100% slip. The penetrometer resistance reached a value close to 1 MPa
at the depth of 10 cm (Table 2), so this value was used to model the load acting on the
spike segment. The load from spike penetration into the ground was simulated by pressure
that equaled the maximum penetrometer resistance (1 MPa). When spikes penetrated the
ground, pressure acted on the top surface marked with the letter B.
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3.3. Run Analysis and Results

When all the necessary settings were done, the calculation process was started, and
the results of the numerical simulation were collected. The simulation software loaded
the models of the spike segments with connection rod diameters of 12 mm (actual design),
10 mm, and 8 mm by various numbers of cyclic loads (1000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000).
The relationships between the safety factor and number of cycles were expressed by power
functions (Figure 9), as is typical for S–N diagrams of materials. This relationship allows
to predict the durability of the spike segment. It shows that the increase in cycles of the
maximum load and the reduction of the horizontal rod diameter decrease the safety factor
and increase a risk of damage.
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The results showed that the safety factors for the spike segment with a connection
rod diameter of 12 mm and 10 mm were higher than ones in the cases of all numbers
of the cyclic load, as listed in Table 5. A safety factor close to one was calculated for a
horizontal rod diameter of 8 mm only at 1000 cycles and lower than one for higher numbers
of load cycles. These values represent insufficient spike segment durability. Lower rod
diameters were not analyzed, because a safety factor lower than one increases the risk of
spike segment damage.

Table 5. Safety factors for various designs of the spike segment.

Connection Rod Diameter (mm)
Number of Cycles

1000 10,000 100,000 1,000,000

8 1.04 0.87 0.77 0.67
10 1.73 1.44 1.28 1.11
12 2.69 2.23 2.01 1.73

The analysis of the spike segment with the horizontal rod diameter of 12 mm showed
the safety factor of 1.73 at the highest number of cyclic loads. In terms of practical appli-
cations, this safety factor hints at oversizing of the actual design. To increase the safety
factor, materials with higher limit strengths can be used [45]. Reference [65] considered a
minimum safety factor of 1.25. Reference [66] recommended a minimum safety factor of
1.2 for shafts under fatigue stress. Considering the safety factor of 1.28 at 100,000 cycles of
the maximum load (100% wheel slip) acting on the special driving wheels, the spike seg-
ment with a horizontal rod diameter of 10 mm was proposed (Figure 10). Since the tractors
only seldom operate at 100% wheel slip, the number of cycles used for the calculations was
adequate to predict the safety operations.
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All the stresses shown in Figure 10 were lower than the limit strength of the material
(safety factor higher than one). As a result, alternating stresses were calculated to find the
most stressed place of the spike element (black arrows). It was located at the connection of
the side steel strip and spikes with the horizontal rod. The less stressed areas were shown
in blue. The exact values of the alternating stresses from the lowest to the highest were
expressed by the color scale. The most stressed places were welded joins. Therefore, it is
most important to pay attention to the quality of welded joints. It is recommended to create
welded joins without notches negatively affecting the durability of the spike segment under
a fatigue load.

An integrity of the spike segment with a reduced diameter of the horizontal rod
could be infracted due to dynamic contact with solid obstacles. The spike tires represent
a combination of the rigid (spike segments made from steel) and elastic (tire made from
rubber) parts. This feature is the main innovation of the spike system in comparison with
various types of wheels with steel grousers [30,33,37,41]. The spike segments interact with
the soil only when the tire is stiff enough to support them. When rocks, roots, or other
obstacles in the ground block the spike segment against continual rotation, wire strands
are released due to tire deformation, and the tire does not support the spike segments. Tire
deformation partially protects the spike segments from overload but not fully, because
it is relatively small at the recommended inflation pressure of 150 kPa. Considering the
Chernozem soil for operation of the special driving wheels and overload protection of the
system due to tire elasticity, the spike segment proposed with a horizontal rod diameter of
10 mm can be applied.
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4. Conclusions

Special driving wheels improving the tractor tractive performance were developed
and presented in this paper. It allowed using the tractor tires with or without steel spikes.

The drawbar pull of the test tractor equipped with spike tires or standard tires was
measured at 100% wheel slip. The experiments showed that the drawbar pull oscillated
around the mean values due to interactions of the tire grousers and spikes with the ground.
The comparison of the spike tires and standard tires was expressed by a drawbar pull
increase of 16.7% and a difference between the mean drawbar pull of 461 N. Considering
the drawbar pull oscillation, the maximum tangential force of 1309 N was calculated for
the fatigue analysis of the spike segment. The normal force acting on the spike segment
was expressed from the experimentally measured penetrometer resistance of 1 MPa.

The fatigue analysis of the spike segment showed the possibility of reduction in an
actual horizontal rod diameter of 12 mm. The safety factors of 2.69, 2.23, 2.01, and 1.73 were
calculated for 1000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 load cycles. These values higher than
the minimal value of 1.2 showed possibilities for reducing the horizontal rod diameter.
Based on the safety factor of 1.28 at 100,000 load cycles, a reduced diameter of 10 mm was
proposed for operation on Chernozem soil. The horizontal rod diameter of 8 mm was
also analyzed. The safety factor of 1.04 (close to one) at 1000 cycles and 0.87, 0.77, and
0.67 (lower than one) at higher load cycles were calculated, so safe operations could not
be guaranteed.

The relationship between the safety factor and the number of load cycles was con-
structed from calculated data. Using the power function, model relationships were statisti-
cally determined. It showed that higher safety factors are predicted at lower numbers of
load cycles and a higher horizontal rod diameter.

The results showed that both simulated parameters, as the number of load cycles and
horizontal rod diameter, affect the safe operations expressed by the safety factor. Based on
fatigue analysis, the design of the spike segment with a reduced horizontal rod diameter
was proposed. This design of the spike segment requires little space in the tire tread pattern.
The results are a presumption of the safe operation of the special driving wheels.
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